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“Michael Fishbane, one of the most pen-
etrating Bible scholars of our time, has 
surpassed himself in this magnificent study 
of Song of Songs, combining scholarly eru-
dition, poetic sensibility, theological depth, 
and an unmatched mastery of the history 
of interpretation of this most difficult yet 
lyrical testimony of love. A masterpiece of 
scholarship!”—Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, 
emeritus chief rabbi of the United Hebrew 
Congregations of the British Common-
wealth  

“Fishbane’s commentary on ‘the great 
songbook of the Jewish soul’ is a tour de 
force. There is nothing like it for opening up 
the inner depths of the biblical dialogue of 
love.”—Bernard McGinn, Naomi Shenstone 
Donnelley Professor emeritus, Divinity 
School, University of Chicago 

Please see pages 14–15 for other books in 
the JPS Bible Commentary series.

400 pp. • 8 x 10 
$55.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0741-5 
$68.95 Canadian/£42.00 UK 

The JPS Bible Commentary: 
Song of Songs
The Traditional Hebrew Text with the 
New JPS Translation 
Commentary by Michael Fishbane

New addition to the lauded JPS Bible Commentary 
series 

Song of Songs is a wondrous collection of love 
lyrics nestled in the heart of the Hebrew Bible—
songs of passion and praise between a young 
maiden and her beloved. It is religious lyric par 
excellence. But what is its true meaning? Is it an 
expression of human love and passion, pure and 
simple? A celebration of the covenant between 
God and Israel? Or something else? 
 The latest volume in the Jewish Publication So-
ciety’s highly acclaimed Bible Commentary series, 
Song of Songs provides a line-by-line commentary 
of the original Hebrew Bible text, complete with 
vocalization and cantillation marks, alongside the 
JPS English translation. Unique to this volume are 
four layers of commentary: the traditional PaRDeS 
of peshat (literal meaning), derash (midrashic and 
religious-traditional sense), remez (allegorical 
level), and sod (mystical and spiritual intimations). 
Michael Fishbane skillfully draws from them all 
to reveal the extraordinary range of interpreta-
tions and ideas perceived in this beloved biblical 
book. A comprehensive introduction, extensive 
endnotes, a full bibliography (traditional and 
modern), and additional explanatory materials 
are included to enhance the reader’s appreciation 
of the work. 
 This original, comprehensive commentary on 
the Song of Songs interprets historical, critical, 
and traditional sources drawn from the ancient 
Near East, the entire spectrum of Jewish sources 
and commentaries, and modern critical studies. 
 Michael Fishbane is the Nathan Cummings 
Distinguished Service Professor of Jewish Studies 
at the University of Chicago. He is the author 
and editor of numerous books, including The JPS 
Bible Commentary: Haftarot (2002); the National 
Jewish Book Award–winning Biblical Interpreta-
tion in Ancient Israel; and The Kiss of God: Spiritual 
and Mystical Death in Judaism. Fishbane received a 
lifetime achievement award for scholarship from 
the National Foundation of Jewish Culture and 
is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences.

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Song-of-Songs,676066.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Song-of-Songs,676066.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“Anyone who is unfamiliar with medieval 
commentary, or who is unable to study the 
commentators in the original Hebrew, will 
find The Commentators’ Bible a worthy addi-
tion to their bookshelves. Carasik has done 
a real service making this material avail-
able.”—The Reporter

296 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0939-6 
$95.00 Canadian/£57.00 UK 

Please see page 16 for other books in the 
Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot Commentators’ 
Bible series.

The Commentators’ Bible: 
Deuteronomy
The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot
Edited, translated, and annotated by 
Michael Carasik 

Fourth book in the acclaimed Miqra’ot Gedolot series

First published five hundred years ago as the “Rab-
binic Bible,” the biblical commentaries known 
as Miqra’ot Gedolot have inspired and educated 
generations of Hebrew readers. With this fourth 
volume of the acclaimed English edition, the 
voices of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, Nachmanides, Rashbam, 
and other medieval Bible commentators come 
alive once more, speaking in a contemporary 
English translation annotated and explicated for 
lay readers.   
 Each page of this volume contains several verses 
from the book of Deuteronomy, surrounded by 
both the 1917 and the 1985 JPS translations and 
by new contemporary English translations of the 
major commentators. This edition also includes 
introductory material, a glossary of terms, a list 
of names used in the text, notes on source texts, 
essays on special topics, and resources for further 
study.
 Michael Carasik teaches biblical Hebrew at 
the University of Pennsylvania and presents the 
weekly Torah Talk podcast. He is the compiler and 
translator of the Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot Com-
mentators’ Bible series, and author of Theologies of 
the Mind in Biblical Israel and The Bible’s Many Voices 
(JPS, 2014). 

Thanks to these generous donors for making the publication of 
this book possible: Joel D. and Tammy S. Rubin. 

Recently Released

The Bible’s Many Voices
Michael Carasik

"[Carasik’s] prose is easy to read and he has 
no political or theological agenda other than 
to help readers appreciate the richness and 
depth of the biblical material. The Bible’s 
Many Voices would be perfect for an adult 
education class or a multi-month discussion 
at a book club, although anyone interested 
in the Bible might want to add this work to 
their shelves.”—Rabbi Rachel Esserman, 
The Reporter

“A good addition to any nonfiction collection 
that includes Bible study.”—Association of 
Jewish Libraries

Using historic, linguistic, anthropological, and 
theological sources, Michael Carasik helps us dis-
tinguish between the Jewish Bible’s voices—the 
mythic, the historical, the prophetic, the theologi-
cal, and the legal. By articulating the differences 
among these voices, he 
shows us not just their 
messages and meanings 
but also what mattered 
to the authors. In these 
contrasts we encounter 
the Bible anew as a living 
work whose many voices 
tell us about the world 
out of which the Bible 
grew—and the world that 
it created.

384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 9 tables
$31.95 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0935-8 
$36.95 Canadian/£22.99 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Deuteronomy,676069.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Deuteronomy,676069.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bibles-Many-Voices,675820.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bibles-Many-Voices,675820.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“Dorff and Zoloth have assembled contribu-
tions that shed light on Jews, biology, and 
genes that are engagingly revelatory for 
Jew and non-Jew alike.”—Arthur L. Caplan, 
Drs. William F. and Virginia Connolly Mitty 
Professor of Bioethics and director of the 
Division of Medical Ethics at nyu Langone 
Medical Center

“A brilliant combination of science and 
philosophy that deepens one’s awe for the 
genetics of life and demonstrates how in-
sights from Jewish thought can help address 
the vexing questions that arise because of 
scientists’ new capabilities to test for genes 
and alter them in the effort to prevent or 
cure disease.”—Neil S. Wenger, director of 
the ucla Health Ethics Center

480 pp. • 6 x 9
$35.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-1224-2 
$43.95 Canadian/£22.99 UK 

also of interest

To Do the Right and the Good
A Jewish Approach to Modern Social Ethics
Elliot N. Dorff 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0774-3

Matters of Life and Death
A Jewish Approach to Modern Medical Ethics
Elliot N. Dorff
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0768-2 

Jews and Genes
The Genetic Future in Contemporary 
Jewish Thought
Edited by Elliot N. Dorff 
and Laurie Zoloth 
Foreword by Mark S. Frankel

Science and ethics of the new genetics

Well aware of Jews having once been the victims 
of Nazi eugenics policies, many Jews today have 
an ambivalent attitude toward new genetics and 
are understandably wary of genetic forms of 
identity and intervention. At the same time, the 
Jewish tradition is strongly committed to medical 
research designed to prevent or cure diseases. 
Jews and Genes explores this tension against the 
backdrop of various important developments in 
genetics and bioethics—new advances in stem 
cell research; genetic mapping, identity, testing, 
and intervention; and the role of religion and eth-
ics in shaping public policy.  
 Jews and Genes brings together leaders in their 
fields, from all walks of Judaism, to explore these 
most timely and intriguing topics—the intricacies 
of the genetic code and the wonders of life, along 
with cutting-edge science and the ethical issues 
it raises.  
 Elliot N. Dorff is rector and Sol and Anne Dorff 
Distinguished Service Professor of Philosophy at 
the American Jewish University in Los Angeles 
and past chair of the Society of Jewish Ethics. He 
is the author or editor of numerous award-win-
ning books, including Matters of Life and Death: A 
Jewish Approach to Modern Medical Ethics (JPS, 1998). 
Laurie Zoloth is a professor of religious studies 
and on the Jewish studies faculty at Weinberg 
College and is a professor of medical humanities 
and bioethics at the Feinberg School of Medicine, 
both at Northwestern University. She is the author 
or editor of six books, including The Ethics of 
Encounter: A Jewish Discussion of Social Justice. Mark S. 
Frankel is director of the Scientific Responsibility, 
Human Rights, and Law Program at the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.
 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jews-and-Genes,676068.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jews-and-Genes,676068.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/To-Do-the-Right-and-the-Good,675456.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/To-Do-the-Right-and-the-Good,675456.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Matters-of-Life-and-Death,675567.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Matters-of-Life-and-Death,675567.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“Arthur Green never loses sight of the es-
sence, the heart that beats within. . . . This 
work is a river of living waters connecting 
heart, mind, and spirit, flowing through 
past, present, and future.”—Melila Hellner-
Eshed, professor of Jewish mysticism at 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem and senior 
fellow of the Shalom Hartman Institute 

392 pp. • 6 x 9
$45.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-1213-6 
$43.95 Canadian/£28.99 UK 

The Heart of the Matter
Studies in Jewish Mysticism and Theology
Arthur Green

Seeking the Jewish spirit

This collection of essays brings together Arthur 
Green’s scholarly writings, centered on the his-
tory of early Hasidism, and his highly personal 
approach to a rebirth of Jewish spirituality in our 
own day. In choosing to present them in this way 
he asserts a claim that they are all of a piece. They 
represent one man’s attempt to wade through 
history and text, language and symbol, and an 
array of voices both past and present while always 
focusing on the essential question: “What does 
it mean to be a religious human being, and what 
does Judaism teach us about how to be one?” This, 
the author considers to be the heart of the matter. 
 Arthur Green is Irving Brudnick Professor of 
Jewish Philosophy and Religion and rector of the 
Rabbinical School at Hebrew College. Recog-
nized as one of the world’s preeminent authori-
ties on Jewish thought and spirituality, he is also a 
prolific author. His most recent books are Radical 
Judaism; Speaking Torah: Spiritual Teachings from 
around the Maggid’s Table; and Judaism’s Ten Best 
Ideas: A Brief Guide for Seekers.

“Arthur Green combines a passion for deep 
and rigorous scholarship with an unflagging 
commitment to serving the Jewish people. This 
volume is a fitting tribute to a remarkable man 
and an extraordinary career.”—Rabbi Shai Held, 
co-founder, dean, and Chair in Jewish Thought at 
Mechon Hadar

Recently Released
Jewish Meaning in a World of Choice
Studies in Tradition and Modernity
David Ellenson

“[Ellenson] searches not to hide or ho-
mogenize complexity but rather to study it, 
celebrate it, and enable it to challenge our 
preconceptions. This book is critical for all 
who want to know not only the foundations 
and struggles of modern Jewish life but, more 
important, the future direction it can take.”
 —Donniel Hartman, president of the Shalom 
Hartman Institute   

“Each essay sparkles like a gem, with compel-
ling grace and power.”—Deborah Dash 
Moore, Frankel Center for Judaic Studies, 
University of Michigan 

Internationally recognized scholar David 
Ellenson is chancellor of Hebrew Union College–
Jewish Institute of Religion. His book After Eman-
cipation: Jewish Religious Responses to Modernity won 
the National Jewish Book 
Council’s Award as the 
outstanding book in Jewish 
thought in 2005. His most 
recent book, coauthored 
with Daniel Gordis, is 
Pledges of Jewish Allegiance: 
Conversion, Law, and Poli-
cymaking in Nineteenth- and 
Twentieth-Century Orthodox 
Responsa.

376 pp. • 6 x 9
$45.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-1214-3 
$51.50 Canadian/£34.00 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Heart-of-the-Matter,676110.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Heart-of-the-Matter,676110.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jewish-Meaning-in-a-World-of-Choice,675963.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jewish-Meaning-in-a-World-of-Choice,675963.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“With his characteristic skill and insight, 
Micah Goodman guides us through the 
beauty of Jewish philosophy, uplifting us from 
perplexity to enlightenment.” —Shimon Peres, 
former president of the State of Israel

“After more than eight centuries Maimonides’s 
Guide for the Perplexed remains the Everest of 
Jewish thought, majestic and challenging at 
the same time. Micah Goodman, one of the 
brightest of contemporary Jewish thinkers, 
has provided a superlative introduction to 
this work. It is engaging, lucid, and a delight 
to read, enabling Maimonides’s masterpiece 
to speak compellingly to our perplexities. An 
outstanding achievement.”
 —Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, emeritus chief 
rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of 
the British Commonwealth

344 pp. • 6 x 9 
$34.95 hardcover • 978-0-8276-1210-5 
$43.95 Canadian/£25.99 UK 

also of interest

The Gods Are Broken!
The Hidden Legacy of Abraham
Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0931-0 

From Gods to God
How the Bible Debunked, Suppressed, or Changed Ancient 
Myths and Legends
Avigdor Shinan and Yair Zakovitch 
Translated by Valerie Zakovitch
$27.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0908-2

Maimonides and the Book 
That Changed Judaism
Secrets of "The Guide for the Perplexed"
Micah Goodman 

Unpacking the most fundamental questions about life 
and God 

A publishing sensation long at the top of the best-
seller lists in Israel, the original Hebrew edition 
of Maimonides and the Book That Changed Judaism 
has been called the most successful book ever 
published in Israel on the preeminent medieval 
Jewish thinker Moses Maimonides. The works of 
Maimonides, particularly The Guide for the Perplexed, 
are reckoned among the fundamental texts that 
influenced all subsequent Jewish philosophy and 
yet also proved to be highly influential in Chris-
tian and Islamic thought.  
 Spanning subjects ranging from God, prophecy, 
miracles, revelation, and evil, to politics, mes-
sianism, reason in religion, and the therapeutic 
role of doubt, Maimonides and the Book That Changed 
Judaism elucidates the complex ideas of The Guide 
in remarkably clear and engaging prose.  
 Drawing on his own experience as a central 
figure in the current Israeli renaissance of Jewish 
culture and spirituality, Micah Goodman brings 
Maimonides’s masterwork into dialogue with 
the intellectual and spiritual worlds of twenty-
first-century readers. Goodman contends that in 
Maimonides’s view, the Torah’s purpose is not 
to bring clarity about God but rather to make us 
realize that we do not understand God at all; not 
to resolve inscrutable religious issues but to give 
us insight into the true nature and purpose of our 
lives. 
 Micah Goodman is a lecturer at the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, a research fellow at the 
Shalom Hartman Institute in Jerusalem, and the 
director of the Israeli Midrasha Ein Prat. A promi-
nent public intellectual, he is a leading voice on 
Judaism, Zionism, the Bible, and the challenges 
and opportunities facing Israel and contemporary 
world Jewry. He is the author of two Israeli best-
sellers in Hebrew on canonical Jewish texts. 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Maimonides-and-the-Book-That-Changed-Judaism,676109.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Maimonides-and-the-Book-That-Changed-Judaism,676109.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Gods-Are-Broken,675682.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Gods-Are-Broken,675682.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/From-Gods-to-God,675647.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/From-Gods-to-God,675647.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“Julie Baretz’s impressive knowledge of his-
tory and Bible combined with her awesome 
aesthetic perspective and credible imagina-
tion transform our travels into what feels 
like a magic carpet ride.”—Rabbi Norman 
M. Cohen

“I have had the privilege of having Julie 
Baretz as our guide in Israel numerous 
times. She is an expert storyteller, opening 
up imaginations and making the listener 
believe he or she is part of the history of 
each site.”—Pastor Randy Myers

408 pp. • 5 x 8 • 26 color photographs, 25 color 
maps, 1 time line, 1 appendix
$19.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1222-8 
$24.95 Canadian/£14.99 UK 

also of interest

Sisters at Sinai
New Tales of Biblical Women
Jill Hammer 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0806-1 

The Jerusalem Anthology
Edited by Reuven Hammer 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0704-0 

The Bible on Location
Off the Beaten Path in Ancient 
and Modern Israel
Julie Baretz 

A Biblical travel guide to Israel

In this innovative guidebook Julie Baretz takes 
readers to twenty-one off-the-beaten-path loca-
tions in Israel where Bible stories are said to 
have happened. At each site she sets the scene by 
relating the historical context of the event, then 
follows with the biblical text itself and her own 
lively commentary. Captivating and complex Bible 
characters bring the locations to life as they face 
social, ethical, and spiritual dilemmas not unlike 
our own today. Baretz’s narratives draw on history, 
archaeology, academic scholarship, and rabbinic 
literature for interpretations that enhance the 
meaning of the biblical events. Each story is told 
in the voice of Baretz as the tour guide—knowl-
edgeable yet informal and friendly.  
 Together these chapters and locations trace 
the chronology and narrative arc of the historical 
books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, 1 and 2 Samuel, 
1 and 2 Kings, Ezra, and Nehemiah. It begins 
with the Israelites’ arrival in the land of Israel (fol-
lowing the exodus from Egypt and the forty years 
of wandering) and continuing over more than 
six hundred years, until the return of the Jewish 
exiles from Babylon to their homeland.  
 Baretz’s descriptions are accompanied by color- 
ful maps and photographs that put actual and 
armchair visitors in the middle of the action. Each 
location reveals a new episode in the biblical nar-
rative and provides inspiration and commentary 
that will enhance visits to the various sites.
 Julie Baretz received her license from the Israel 
Government Tour Guides training program in 
1987. Since then she has guided thousands of 
Jewish and Christian visitors to sites all around 
the country. 
 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bible-on-Location,676067.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bible-on-Location,676067.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Sisters-at-Sinai,675602.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Sisters-at-Sinai,675602.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jerusalem-Anthology,675507.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jerusalem-Anthology,675507.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“A personal and accessible narrative that 
tells a remarkable story yet is grounded in 
solid scholarship.”—Rabbi Daniel Bouskila, 
Sephardic Educational Center  

“With a broad scope that will appeal to a 
wide readership, this work will be useful as 
a comprehensive resource on the history of 
Spanish Jews.”—Gregory B. Kaplan, author 
of Marginal Voices: Studies in Converso Litera-
ture of Medieval and Golden Age Spain 

“A lucid, readable summary. . . that brings 
the key personalities to life and explores 
the intricate relationship between religious 
hatred, politics, and economics.”—Rabbi 
Hayyim Angel, National Scholar at the Insti-
tute for Jewish Ideas and Ideals

Exiles in Sepharad
The Jewish Millennium in Spain
Jeffrey Gorsky 

The glory and the terror of Spanish Jewry

The dramatic one-thousand-year history of Jews 
in Spain comes to life in Exiles in Sepharad. Jeffrey 
Gorsky vividly relates this colorful period of Jew-
ish history, from the era when Jewish culture was 
at its height in Muslim Spain to the horrors of the 
Inquisition and the Expulsion. 
 Twenty percent of Jews today are descended 
from Sephardic Jews, who created significant 
works in religion, literature, science, and phi-
losophy. They flourished under both Muslim and 
Christian rule, enjoying prosperity and power 
unsurpassed in Europe. Their cultural contribu-
tions include important poets; the great Jewish 
philosopher Moses Maimonides; and Moses de 
Leon, author of the Zohar, the core text of the 
Kabbalah. 
 But these Jews also endured considerable 
hardship. Fundamentalist Islamic tribes drove 
them from Muslim to Christian Spain. In 1391 
thousands were killed and more than a third were 
forced to convert by anti-Jewish rioters. A century 
later the Spanish Inquisition began, accusing 
thousands of these converts of heresy. By the end 
of the fifteenth century Jews had been expelled 
from Spain and forcibly converted in Portugal and 
Navarre. After almost a millennium of harmoni-
ous existence, what had been the most populous 
and prosperous Jewish community in Europe 
ceased to exist on the Iberian Peninsula. 
 Jeffrey Gorsky is a lawyer and diplomat at the 
U.S. Department of State. He is a nationally rec-
ognized expert in immigration law, a former U.S. 
vice-consul in Bilbao, Spain, and a former Iberian 
intelligence analyst.  

440 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 photographs, 1 chronology
$24.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1251-8 
$30.95 Canadian/£18.99 UK 

also of interest

The Jews of Moslem Spain
Eliyahu Ashtor
Vol. 1, $25.00 paperback
978-0-8276-0427-8
Vol. 2 & 3, $30.00 paperback
978-0-8276-0428-5

A History of Jews in Christian Spain
Yitzhak Baer
$24.00 paperback (each)
Vol. 1: 978-0-8276-0425-4
Vol. 2: 978-0-8276-0426-1

Dona Gracia of the House of Nasi
Cecil Roth
$28.00 paperback
978-0-8276-0411-7

The Duke of Naxos of the House of Nasi
Cecil Roth
$28.00 paperback
978-0-8276-0412-4

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Exiles-in-Sepharad,676261.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Exiles-in-Sepharad,676261.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jews-of-Moslem-Spain-Volume-1,675524.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/History-of-the-Jews-in-Christian-Spain-Volume-1,675424.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Do�a-Gracia-of-the-House-of-Nasi,675482.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Duke-of-Naxos-of-the-House-of-Nasi,675490.aspx
http://jps.org/
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“With imaginative insight, Jerry Rabow has 
placed a human face and heart onto the per-
sona of this biblical drama of love, loyalty, 
and intrigue. The author endows this an-
cient romance with empathic contemporary 
relevance.”—Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis, 
founder of the Jewish Foundation for the 
Righteous and Jewish World Watch

The Lost Matriarch
Finding Leah in the Bible and Midrash
Jerry Rabow 

The Lost Matriarch offers a unique response to the 
sparse and puzzling biblical treatment of the 
matriarch Leah. Although Leah is a major figure 
in the book of Genesis, the biblical text allows 
her only a single word of physical description and 
two lines of direct dialogue. The Bible tells us 
little about the effects of her lifelong struggles in 
an apparently loveless marriage to Jacob, the hus-
band she shares with three other wives, including 
her beautiful younger sister, Rachel. Fortunately, 
two thousand years of traditional and modern 
commentators have produced many fascinating 
interpretations (midrash) that reveal the far richer 
story of Leah hidden within the text.  
 Through Jerry Rabow’s weaving of biblical text 
and midrash, readers learn the lessons of the re-
markable Leah, who triumphed over adversity and 
hardship by living a life of moral heroism. The 
Lost Matriarch reveals Leah’s full story and invites 
readers into the delightful, provocative world of 
creative rabbinic and literary commentary. 
 Jerry Rabow is the author of A Guide to Jewish 
Mourning and Condolence and Fifty Jewish Messiahs. 

256 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 1 genealogy
$22.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1207-5 
$27.95 Canadian/£16.99 UK

A Bride for One Night
Talmud Tales
Ruth Calderon  
Translated by Ilana Kurshan

“Highlights Ruth Calderon’s remarkable 
skill in bridging the cultural gap between 
the rabbis and contemporary readers.” 
 —Jewish Review of Books
 

“Calderon’s retelling of tales of the Talmud 
will be healing for those who have felt 
pushed to the Talmud’s margins and excit-
ing for those who have loved the Talmud’s 
gift for a good story.”—Rabbi Jill Hammer, 
author of Sisters at Sinai 
 
Ruth Calderon has a PhD in Talmud from 
Hebrew University and was elected to the 
Israeli Knesset in January 2013.

Ruth Calderon has recently electrified the Jewish 
world with her teachings of talmudic texts. In this 
volume, her first to appear in English, she offers a 
fascinating window into some of the liveliest and 
most colorful stories in the Talmud. Breathing 
new life into an ancient text, A Bride for One Night 
offers a surprising and provocative read, both for 
anyone already intimate with the Talmud or for 
anyone interested in one of 
the most influential works 
of Jewish literature. 
 
184 pp. • 6 x 9 
$21.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-1209-9 
$25.50 Canadian/£15.99 UK

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Lost-Matriarch,675944.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Lost-Matriarch,675944.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bride-for-One-Night,675844.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bride-for-One-Night,675844.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Recently Released

Outside the Bible, 3-Volume Set
Ancient Jewish Writings Related 
to Scripture
Edited by Louis H. Feldman, James L. Kugel, 
and Lawrence H. Schiffman

Winner of the 2014 National Jewish Book Award 
for Scholarship

“This publication is a gold mine. The series is 
beautifully printed and bound. On display are 
the creative geniuses of Second Temple Judaism 
who have excited both Jews and Christians. The 
insights shared in the commentaries are superb.”
 —James H. Charlesworth, Bible History Daily 
 
The Hebrew Bible is only part of ancient Israel’s 
writings. Another collection of Jewish works 
has survived from late- and post-biblical times, a 
great library that bears witness to the rich spiri-
tual life of Jews in that period. This library con-
sists of the most varied sorts of texts: apocalyptic 
visions and prophecies, folktales and legends, 
collections of wise sayings, laws and rules of con-
duct, commentaries on scripture, ancient prayers, 
and much, much more. 
 The work of more than seventy contributing 
experts in a range of fields, Outside the Bible offers 
new insights into the development of Judaism 
and Early Christianity. This three-volume set of 
translations, introductions, and detailed com-
mentaries is a must-have for scholars, students, 
and anyone interested in this great body of 
ancient Jewish writings. 

3-volume set • 3302 pp. • 8 x 10 
$300.00 set • 978-0-8276-0933-4 
$375.00 Canadian/£227.00 UK 
Extra shipping charges are applicable.

Bar Mitzvah, a History
Rabbi Michael Hilton

“Rabbi Michael Hilton has sought out every ref-
erence to bar mitzvah in the Bible, the Talmud, 
and numerous other Jewish texts spanning 
several centuries, extracting a fascinating mis-
cellany of information, stories, and commen-
tary.”—Jewish Book Council Weekly
 

“Michael Hilton does a wonderful job of assem-
bling the lore, laws, and customs regarding bar 
mitzvah and bat mitzvah in a way that is easily 
accessible to scholars, educators, and laypeople. 
Highly recommended!”—Rabbi Jeffrey K. 
Salkin, author of Putting God on the Guest List
 
How did bar mitzvah develop over the centu-
ries from an obscure legal ritual into a core 
component of Judaism? How did it capture 
the imagination of even non-Jewish youth? Bar 
Mitzvah, a History is a comprehensive account of 
the ceremonies and celebrations for both boys 
and girls. A cultural anthropology informed by 
rabbinic knowledge, it explores the origins and 
development of the most important coming-of-
age milestone in Judaism. 

344 pp. • 6 x 9 • 3 illustrations, 1 table
$30.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0947-1 
$34.50 Canadian/£21.99 UK 

The Aura of Torah
A Kabbalistic-Hasidic Commentary 
to the Weekly Readings
Rabbi Larry Tabick 

“An important and useful contribution to the 
emergent literature of spiritual companions to 
the parashah. There is nothing quite like it on 
the shelf. Tabick assembles mystical teachings 
for the general reader with insight, creativ-
ity, and obvious spiritual depth.”—Lawrence 
Kushner, author of Honey from the Rock
 
Because a welter of details sometimes conceals 
the Torah’s aura of holiness, Jewish mystics and 
spiritual teachers for centuries have attempted 
to reveal that aura through creative interpreta-
tion. The Aura of Torah explores these attempts 
in an effort to bridge the gap between the Torah 
text and the modern Jewish spiritual quest.
 This book collects a wide variety of interpre-
tations of Torah passages, commentaries, and 
midrash rooted in the mystical side of Jewish 
tradition, including original Hebrew and Ara-
maic texts translated by Rabbi Larry Tabick. 

416 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 illustration
$24.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-0948-8 
$28.95 Canadian/£17.99 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Outside-the-Bible-3-volume-set,675751.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Outside-the-Bible-3-volume-set,675751.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bar-Mitzvah-a-History,675843.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bar-Mitzvah-a-History,675843.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Aura-of-Torah,675901.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Aura-of-Torah,675901.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Recently Released

Hatemail
Anti-Semitism on Picture Postcards
Salo Aizenberg
Foreword by Michael Berenbaum

“Hatemail is highly recommended for academic 
libraries and synagogues.”—Association of 
Jewish Libraries Reviews Newsletter

“Hatemail, with its powerful visuals and brief 
explanations that contextualize these visuals, 
is a work to be treasured. It is also one to be 
dreaded and feared.”—Michael Berenbaum, di-
rector of the Sigi Ziering Institute at American 
Jewish University

The images collected in this volume make it 
painfully clear that anti-Semitic propaganda did 
not simply begin with the Nazis. Of the millions 
of postcards exchanged during their heyday of 
1890 through 1920, a considerable percentage 
carried the anti-Semitic images that publishers 
churned out to meet public demand, reflecting 
deep-seated attitudes of society.  
 Over 250 examples of such postcards, largely 
from the pre-Holocaust era, are reproduced 
here for the first time—selected, translated, and 
historically contextualized by one of the world’s 
foremost postcard collectors. These examples 
offer a disturbing glimpse into the many per-
mutations of anti-Semitism eagerly circulated 
by millions of people. In so doing, they help 
us to better understand a phenomenon still 
pervasive today.
248 pp. • 10 x 8 ½ • 192 color illustrations, 
86 b&w illustrations
$31.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0949-5 
$36.95 Canadian/£21.99 UK 

The New Reform Judaism
Challenges and Ref lections
Rabbi Dana Evan Kaplan 
Foreword by Rabbi Eric H. Yoffie
Afterword by Rabbi Rick Jacobs

“Judaism is at a crossroads. . . . Those eager to 
understand and participate in this exciting new 
chapter in Jewish history will find extensive 
background and stimulation in The New Reform 
Judaism, a valuable contribution to this evolving 
discourse.”—Rabbi Rick Jacobs, president, 
Union for Reform Judaism   

“A useful resource for clergy as well as for 
synagogue and academic libraries.”—Jewish 
Book Council   

In light of profound demographic, social, and 
technological developments, it has become 
increasingly clear that the Reform movement 
will need to make major changes to meet the 
needs of a quickly evolving American Jewish 
population. 
 Dana Evan Kaplan, an American Reform Jew 
and pulpit rabbi, argues that rather than focus-
ing on the importance of loyalty to community, 
Reform Judaism must determine how to engage 
the individual in a search for existential mean-
ing. It should move us toward a critical schol-
arly understanding of the Hebrew Bible, that we 
may emerge with the perspectives required by a 
postmodern world.  
384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 36 photographs, glossary, 
1 timeline
$39.95 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0934-1 
$45.95 Canadian/£32.00 UK 

Remember for Life
Holocaust Survivors’ Stories of Faith and Hope
Edited by Brad Hirschfield 

Memory is about choice. We can choose to re-
member the past in ways that provoke pain and 
stir our anger, or we can remember in ways that 
help us create the kind of world in which we 
most want to live. These seventy-one firsthand 
stories from survivors of the Holocaust teach 
us to choose to remember for life, for their 
words are not about hatred and death but about 
ethics, decency, and love. Although the stories 
are arranged to accompany the weekly Torah 
readings and many of the Jewish holidays, they 
are just as meaningful when read on their own, 
in any sequence. The themes—journey, identity, 
resistance, community, refuge, and righteous-
ness, to name but a few—are universal. And the 
lessons—about how to live more fully the life 
we are given—shine through.
128 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$14.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1218-1 
$17.50 Canadian/£10.99 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Hatemail,675726.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Hatemail,675726.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/New-Reform-Judaism,675752.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/New-Reform-Judaism,675752.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Remember-For-Life,675392.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Remember-For-Life,675392.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Recently Released/Young Readers

32 pp. • 10 x 7 • 16 photographs, For ages 5–8
$12.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1221-1 
$14.95 Canadian/£9.99 UK
$17.95 hardcover • 978-0-8276-1204-4 
$20.95 Canadian/£12.99 UK 

also of interest

My Guardian Angel
Sylvie Weil
Translated by Gillian Rosner
See page 21

Elvina’s Mirror
Sylvie Weil
See page 21

Grandpa’s Third Drawer
Unlocking Holocaust Memories
Written and illustrated by 
Judy Tal Kopelman 

“An organized and clear story that enables young 
readers to confront the hardest of stories to 
tell.”—Yael Dar, Ha’aretz, Israel’s oldest news-
paper 

Of all the places in the world, Uri really loves to 
be at his grandparents’ house. There he can stay 
up way past his bedtime and eat as many sweets 
from the chocolate box as he likes. There’s only 
one forbidden place in that house: the third 
drawer in Grandpa’s desk.  
 Grandpa’s Third Drawer takes up the difficult 
challenge of discussing the Holocaust with young 
children and of teaching its heritage and memory, 
all in a gentle and unobtrusive manner. The story 
of a silent grandfather unexpectedly confronted 
by his curious and loving grandchild is accom-
panied by rich illustrations that show authentic 
preserved objects donated by Holocaust survivors 
from Theresienstadt. The original Hebrew edition 
won the Israeli Ze’ev Prize for Children’s Litera-
ture in 2003 and won the first prize in Mits’ad 
Hasfarim (a nationwide survey of all schoolchil-
dren in Israel for first to third grades) in 2003 and 
2012.

Anne Frank
Life in Hiding
Johanna Hurwitz 
Illustrated by Vera Rosenberry

“A first choice among the in-print biographies 
of Anne Frank for younger readers, and should 
lead its readers to read her diary.”—School Library 
Journal  

This biography tells about Anne Frank’s family 
and their lives before the Second World War, the 
Nazi persecution of Jews, and Anne’s years in 
hiding. Johanna Hurwitz’s readable, direct style 
enables young readers to share Anne’s childhood 
dreams and to feel the tension of the years that 
followed. The realistic black-and-white drawings 
by Vera Rosenberry bring Anne Frank even closer 
to readers’ hearts.

72 pp. • 6 x 9 • Ages 8 and up; 17 illustrations, 
1 map, 1 chronology
$12.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1206-8 
$14.95 Canadian/£9.99 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Grandpas-Third-Drawer,675881.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Grandpas-Third-Drawer,675881.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Anne-Frank,675427.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Anne-Frank,675427.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Bibles

JPS Tanakh
Regarded throughout the English-speaking 
world as the standard English translation of 
the Holy Scriptures, the JPS Tanakh has been 
acclaimed by scholars, rabbis, lay readers, Jews, 
and Christians alike. 
 The JPS Tanakh is an entirely original transla-
tion of the Holy Scriptures into contemporary 
English, based on the Masoretic (traditional 
Hebrew) text. 
 The translators made use of the entire range 
of biblical interpretation: ancient and modern, 
Jewish and non-Jewish. The resulting text is a 
triumph of literary style and biblical scholar-
ship, unsurpassed in accuracy and clarity.
 This is the classic, standard English-only 
Tanakh. All editions contain the same one-
column format of English text. Each biblical 
book and weekly reading is marked with the 
corresponding name in Hebrew.  

Hardcover Edition: Blue with dust jacket
This is the most popular English-only JPS Bible. 
Beneath the glossy blue dust jacket is a classic 
dark blue hardcover binding with gold lettering. 
It is an attractive shelf book with an easy-to-
read typeface. 

1,622 pp. • 6 x 9 
$35.00 • 978-0-8276-0252-6 
$39.95 Canadian/£22.99 UK 

Paperback Edition: Blue
This Bible is a smaller and lighter-weight  
version of the hardcover edition.

1,622 pp. • 5 x 7 
$23.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-0366-0 
$25.50 Canadian/£16.99 UK 

Presentation Edition
This is the ideal gift Bible for a bar or bat 
mitzvah, wedding, confirmation, or graduation. 
The inside text is identical to the other editions 
but the cover looks and feels like leather and is 
more formal than the other editions. It comes 
in a box, suitable for giftwrapping or giving as 
is. This lovely Tanakh will become a treasured 
keepsake.

1,622 pp. • 5 x 7
$42.00
$48.50 Canadian/£33.00 UK 

Black Leatherette • 978-0-8276-0365-3
White Leatherette • 978-0-8276-0364-6 

The JPS Bible, Pocket Edition: Moss
This pocket-sized Tanakh is the most portable 
version of the JPS Jewish Bible. Easy to hold 
and carry, the text is identical to that in the 
full-sized, English-only editions but set much 
smaller, in two columns. It fits easily into a 
handbag, briefcase, backpack, or jacket pocket. 
The sturdy coated paper cover will stand up well 
to heavy use.  
1,104 pp. • 4 x 6 
$18.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0877-1 
$22.50 Canadian/£11.99 UK 

For a more-complete customer guide to the JPS Tanakhs, visit jps.org

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-blue,675423.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-blue,675423.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675520.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675520.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Pocket-Edition-moss,675343.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Pocket-Edition-moss,675343.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-blue,675423.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-blue,675423.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675520.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Bibles

JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh

“Virtually every rabbi and library will want 
this volume.”—Associated Press 

The JPS Hebrew-English Tanakh features the 
oldest-known complete Hebrew version of 
the Holy Scriptures, side by side with JPS’s 
renowned English translation. Its well- 
designed format allows for ease of reading 
and features clear type, an engaging and 
efficient two-column format that enables 
readers to move quickly from one language 
to the other, and an organization that con-
temporary readers will find familiar. 
 The Hebrew text of this Tanakh is based 
on the famed Leningrad Codex, the Maso-
retic text traceable to Aaron ben Moses ben 
Asher, ca. 930 ce. Ben-Asher researched all 
available texts to compile an authoritative 
Bible manuscript. In 1,010 ce his work was 
revised by Samuel ben Jacob, a scribe in 
Egypt. Lost for centuries, the manuscript was 
eventually discovered in the mid-nineteenth 
century and became known as the Leningrad 
Codex. This edition adapts the latest bhs 
edition of the Leningrad text by correcting 
errors and providing modern paragraphing. 
 The English text in this Tanakh is a 
slightly updated version of the acclaimed 
1985 JPS translation. Wherever possible, the 
results of modern study of the languages and 
culture of the ancient Near East have been 
brought to bear on the biblical text, which 
allows for an English style reflective of the 
biblical spirit and language rather than of 
the era of the translation.

Deluxe Edition: Navy Leatherette
Gilded edges, navy satin ribbon, padded binding
2,040 pp. • 6 x 9 
$65.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0656-2 
$75.00 Canadian/£51.00 UK

Student Edition: Brown Leatherette
Flex-binding 
2,040 pp. • 6 x 9
$45.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0697-5 
$51.95 Canadian/£35.00 UK

Pocket Edition: Black Leatherette
2,030 pp. • 4 x 6
$22.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0766-8 
$25.50 Canadian/£16.99 UK 

The Torah
The Five Books of Moses

The Torah is the essence of Jewish tradition: 
it inspires each successive generation. The 
current JPS translation, based on classical and 
modern sources, is acclaimed for its fidelity to 
the ancient Hebrew. 

Hardcover Edition
394 pp. • 6 x 9 
$30.00 • 978-0-8276-0015-7 
$34.95 Canadian/£19.99 UK 

Pocket Edition
620 pp. • 4 x 6 
$18.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0680-7 
$20.95 Canadian/£13.99 UK 

Large Print Edition 
620 pp. • 7 x 10 
$35.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0683-8 
$38.95 Canadian/£26.99 UK 

The Five Megilloth and Jonah
Introductions by H. L. Ginsberg 
With drawings by Ismar David 

This Hebrew-English edition includes six short 
books of the Bible, each read in connection with 
a Jewish holy day. Constituting a literature unto 
themselves, these books are a poetic, spiritual, 
and literary treasure.  
122 pp. • 6 x 9
$12.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-0890-0 
$14.95 Canadian/£9.99 UK

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Hebrew-English-TANAKH-Deluxe-Edition,675352.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Hebrew-English-TANAKH-Deluxe-Edition,675352.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Torah,675409.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Torah,675409.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Five-Megilloth-and-Jonah,675311.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Five-Megilloth-and-Jonah,675311.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Hebrew-English-TANAKH-Student-Edition,675594.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Hebrew-English-TANAKH-Deluxe-Edition,675352.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Hebrew-English-TANAKH-Pocket-Edition-black,675552.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Commentaries

The JPS Torah Commentary Series 
Written by four outstanding Torah scholars, the 
JPS Torah Commentary series represents a fu-
sion of the best of the old and new. Utilizing the 
latest research to enhance our understanding of 
the biblical text, it takes its place as one of the 
most authoritative yet accessible Bible commen-
taries of our day. 
 This JPS Torah Commentary series guides 
readers through the words and ideas of the To-
rah. Each volume is the work of a scholar who 
stands at the pinnacle of his field. 
 Every page contains the complete tradi-
tional Hebrew text, with cantillation notes, the 
JPS translation of the Holy Scriptures, aliyot 
breaks, Masoretic notes, and commentary by a 
distinguished Hebrew Bible scholar, integrating 
classical and modern sources. 
 Each volume also contains supplementary es-
says that elaborate upon key words and themes, 
a glossary of commentators and sources, exten-
sive bibliographic notes, and maps.

5-Volume Set
 $360.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0331-8 
$415.00 Canadian/£283.00 UK 

Genesis
Commentary by Nahum M. Sarna 
414 pp. • 8 x 10 
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0326-4 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

Exodus
Commentary by Nahum M. Sarna
278 pp. • 8 x 10 
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0327-1 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

Leviticus
Commentary by Baruch A. Levine 
284 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0328-8 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

Numbers
Commentary by Jacob Milgrom 
520 pp. • 8 x 10 
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0329-5 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

Deuteronomy
Commentary by Jeffrey H. Tigay 
548 pp. • 8 x 10 
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0330-1 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

The JPS Bible Commentary Series 
Michael A. Fishbane, series editor

The award-winning JPS Bible Commentary 
series consists of individual volumes on major 
books of the Bible. Each volume provides a criti-
cal line-by-line commentary of the biblical text 
in its original Hebrew, complete with vocaliza-
tion and cantillation marks, as well as the JPS 
English translation.
 A scholarly introduction, extensive biblio-
graphic and critical notes, and other explan- 
atory material are included. 

Jonah
Uriel Simon 

“An outstanding literary and exegetical com-
mentary on the book of Jonah.”—Bibliotheca 
Sacra  

As the haftarah for the Mincha service on the 
Day of Atonement, the Book of Jonah enjoys a 
central place in Jewish liturgy. Its exquisite liter-
ary beauty and strong theological appeal make it 
one of the most popular and best-known books 
of the Hebrew Bible. The intricate structure 
of the story and its stylistic niceties are not 
exposed for their own sake but as the narrator’s 
means of expression. The rich psychology of 
the prophet is dealt with as an integral part of 
his theology. Jonah requires that sound philo-
logical explanation be accompanied by a close 
literary reading. 
52 pp. • 8 x 10 
$40.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0672-2 
$45.95 Canadian/£31.00 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Genesis,675357.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Genesis,675357.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Exodus,675356.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Leviticus,675358.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Genesis,675357.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Numbers,675359.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Torah-Commentary-Series-5-volume-set,675354.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?ExtendedSearch=false&SearchOnLoad=true&rhl=JPS+Bible+Commentary&sj=839&rhdcid=839
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?ExtendedSearch=false&SearchOnLoad=true&rhl=JPS+Torah+Commentary&sj=841&rhdcid=841
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Jonah,675349.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Esther
Adele Berlin 

Recipient of the Prize of the Minister of Science, 
Culture, and Sport [of the State of Israel] for 
classical literature for the year 5762 [2001]

The commentary approaches the Book of Esther 
from a fresh literary point of view. It includes 
essays entitled “When and Where Was the Book 
of Esther Written?”; “Sex and Spies”; and 

“Rabbinic Interpretation.” 
110 pp. • 8 x 10 
$40.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0699-9 
$45.95 Canadian/£31.00 UK 

Ruth
Tamara Cohn Eskenazi 
and Tikva Frymer-Kensky 

2011 National Jewish Book Award Winner,
Barbara Dobkin Award in Women’s Studies

“Ruth, the newest in the JPS Bible Commentary 
series, is a magnificent achievement. This com-
mentary by Tamara Cohn Eskenazi and Tikva 
Frymer-Kensky is an important addition to the 
extant scholarship on this biblical book.”
 —Jewish Book World

The moving story of Ruth, with its themes of 
loyalty, loving kindness (hesed), and redemption, 
is one of the great narratives of the Bible. 
216 pp. • 8 x 10
$40.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0744-6 
$45.95 Canadian/£31.00 UK 

Ecclesiastes
Michael V. Fox 

“This is an insightful and accessible  
commentary that reflects many years of  
deep engagement with the text.” 
 —Journal of Hebrew Scriptures

Ecclesiastes is part of the “wisdom literature” of 
the Bible. It concerns itself with universal philo-
sophical questions rather than events in the 
history of Israel and in the Hebrews’ covenant 
with God. Koheleth, the speaker in this book, 
ruminates on what—if anything—has lasting 
value, and how—if at all—God interacts with 
humankind.  
128 pp. • 8 x 10 
$40.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0742-2 
$45.95 Canadian/£31.00 UK 

Haftarot
Michael A. Fishbane 

A National Jewish Book Award Finalist

The first comprehensive commentary on the 
haftarot includes a full introduction to the his-
tory of the Torah and haftarah readings and 
their interrelationships. Each haftarah features 
historical, literary, and theological informa-
tion as well as a detailed commentary on terms, 
themes, and language.  
700 pp. • 8 x 10
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0691-3 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

Study Guide to the JPS Bible 
Commentary: Haftarot
Edited by Laura Suzanne Lieber 

This supplement is perfect for individuals 
seeking greater understanding of the haftarot as 
independent literary entities and in the larger 
context of the Torah cycle and Jewish life; for 
leaders of adult education groups who wish to 
focus their study on the haftarot; and for b’nai 
mitzvah students preparing their divrei Torah. 
116 pp. • 8 ½ x 10 ¾
$14.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-0718-7 
$16.95 Canadian/£11.99 UK 

The JPS Commentary 
on the Haggadah
Historical Introduction, Translation, 
and Commentary
Joseph Tabory  
Foreword by David M. Stern 

The Passover haggadah enjoys an unrivaled 
place in Jewish culture, both religious and 
secular. Of all the classic Jewish books, the 
haggadah is the one most “alive” today. Jews 
continue to rewrite, revise, and add to its text, 
recasting it so that it remains relevant to their 
lives. Joseph Tabory, one of the world’s leading 
authorities on the history of the haggadah, 
traces the development of the seder and the 
haggadah through the ages. The book features 
an extended introduction by Tabory, the classic 
Hebrew haggadah text side by side with its 
English translation, and Tabory’s clear and 
insightful critical-historical commentary. 
168 pp. • 7 x 10 • 16 b&w illustrations
$40.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0858-0 
$45.95 Canadian/£31.00 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Esther,675347.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Ruth,675350.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Ecclesiastes,675346.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Haftarot,675348.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Study-Guide-to-the-JPS-Bible-Commentary-Haftarot,675405.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Commentary-on-the-Haggadah,675351.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Bible-Related Books

The Commentators’ Bible series
Edited, translated, and annotated by 
Michael Carasik

“Anyone who is unfamiliar with medieval com-
mentary, or who is unable to study the com-
mentators in the original Hebrew, will find The 
Commentators’ Bible a worthy addition to their 
bookshelves. Carasik has done a real service 
making this material available.”—The Reporter

Thanks to these generous donors for making the publication of 
this series possible: Joel D. and Tammy S. Rubin. 

The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot: Deuteronomy
296 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0939-6 
$95.00 Canadian/£57.00 UK

The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot: Numbers
360 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0921-1 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot: Exodus
368 pp. • 9 x 12
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0812-2 
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK 

Thanks to this generous donor for making the publication of 
this book possible: The Friedman French Foundation. 

The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot: Leviticus
270 pp. • 9 x 12 
$75.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0897-9 
$86.50 Canadian/£49.00 UK 

also of interest

Rashi’s Commentary on Psalms
Translated by Mayer I. Gruber
$50.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0872-6
$57.50 Canadian/£39.00 UK

Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, 2-volume set
Translated by Jacob Z. Lauterbach
$100.00 hardcover •978-0-8276-0678-4
$115.00 Canadian/£78.00 UK

Mekhilta de-Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai
Translated by W. David Nelson
$75.00 hardcover •978-0-8276-0799-6
$86.50 Canadian/£59.00 UK

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Deuteronomy,676069.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Rashis-Commentary-on-Psalms,675390.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Rashis-Commentary-on-Psalms,675390.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?ExtendedSearch=false&SearchOnLoad=true&rhl=Commentators'+Bible&sj=821&rhdcid=821
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Deuteronomy,676069.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Numbers,675295.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Exodus,675297.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Leviticus,675296.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Mekhilta-de-Rabbi-Ishmael-2-volume-set,675376.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Mekhilta-de-Rabbi-Ishmael-2-volume-set,675376.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Mekhilta-de-Rabbi-Shimon-bar-Yohai,675377.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Mekhilta-de-Rabbi-Shimon-bar-Yohai,675377.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Bible-Related Books

Torah Through Time
Understanding Bible Commentary from 
the Rabbinic Period to Modern Times
Shai Cherry  
Foreword by Marc Zvi Brettler 

Tracing the development of Jewish Bible 
commentary through the rabbinic, medieval, 
and modern periods, Shai Cherry provides a 
fascinating and accessible guide to how some 
of the world’s leading Jewish commentators 
read the Bible.  
208 pp. • 6 x 9
$25.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0848-1 
$28.95 Canadian/£19.99 UK 

The Book of Psalms
A New Translation
The Psalms have long brought comfort to 
those who mourn and have helped us find the 
spiritual in everyday life. This edition presents 
the new JPS translation, based on the original 
Hebrew text, as well as the entire range of 
Psalms interpretation and modern linguistic 
scholarship.

Large-Print Edition 
224 pp. • 7 x 10
$25.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0732-3 
$31.50 Canadian/£16.99 UK 

Pocket Edition 
224 pp. • 4 x 6 
$9.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-0631-9 
$12.50 Canadian/£9.99 UK 

Who’s Who in the Jewish Bible
David Mandel 

In this fitting companion to the JPS Tanakh, 
David Mandel has undertaken the enormous 
task of cataloging every character in the He-
brew Bible. From Aaron to Zurishaddai, this 
comprehensive biographical dictionary gives 
readers the opportunity to get up close and 
personal with everyone named in the Bible—its 
patriarchs, matriarchs, and prophets, warriors 
and peacemakers, holy men and sinners, heroes 
and villains. 
550 pp. • 6 x 9 • Bible Reference
$30.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0863-4 
$34.50 Canadian/£19.99 UK 

How to Read the Bible
Marc Zvi Brettler 

Featured on npr’s Fresh Air with Terry Gross

“Written for the beginning reader as well as the 
scholar, this is an outstanding introduction to 
the Hebrew Bible and the history of Israel, and 
should be widely read.”—Publishers Weekly, 
starred review 

“Clear, sophisticated, and readable.” 
 —Sh’ma/Koret Book Review

“Marc Brettler has written an extraordinarily 
accessible book.”—JBooks.com  
400 pp. • 6 x 9 • Bible Study
$40.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0775-0 
$45.95 Canadian/£26.99 UK 

Chanting the Hebrew Bible 
Joshua R. Jacobson 

The most authoritative guide on cantillation

Chanting the Hebrew Bible provides a history 
of the tradition and offers a comprehensive 
explanation of the practice, an explanation of 
regional variations and grammatical rules, and 
shows how chanting dramatizes and interprets 
the meaning within the biblical text. Joshua R. 
Jacobson also shares his unique system of nota-
tion and supplies extensive examples of musical 
notation.

Complete Edition
1,000 pp. • 8 ½ x 11 • Audio cd included
$85.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0693-7 
$97.00 Canadian/£57.00 UK

Joshua R. Jacobson’s masterpiece is also avail-
able in this condensed, user-friendly paperback 
edition. It is an ideal instructional guide for 
adult and young-adult students of Torah, for 
b’nai mitzvah students, and for cantors, rabbis, 
and Jewish educators of all denominations.

Student Edition
300 pp. • 8 ½ x 11 • Audio cd included, charts
$27.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-0816-0 
$32.50 Canadian/£18.99 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Torah-Through-Time,675410.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Torah-Through-Time,675410.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Book-of-Psalms,675284.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Book-of-Psalms,675284.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Whos-Who-in-the-Jewish-Bible,675412.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Whos-Who-in-the-Jewish-Bible,675412.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/How-to-Read-the-Bible,675420.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/How-to-Read-the-Bible,675420.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Chanting-the-Hebrew-Bible-Complete-Edition,675293.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Chanting-the-Hebrew-Bible-Complete-Edition,675293.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Chanting-the-Hebrew-Bible-Student-Edition,675292.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Chanting-the-Hebrew-Bible-Student-Edition,675292.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Great Gifts for the Holidays

JPS has great books for holidays, lifecycle events, and other 
special occasions. 
 for any occasion

Celebrating the Jewish Year 
3-volume set
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter 
$60.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0902-0 

The Mitzvah Torah
The Five Books of Moses
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0739-2 

Seasons of Our Joy
A Modern Guide to the Jewish Holidays
Rabbi Arthur O. Waskow
$18.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0930-3 

 purim

The Day the Rabbi 
Disappeared
Jewish Holiday Tales of Magic
Howard Schwartz  
Illustrated by Monique Passicot 
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0757-6 

The JPS Bible Commentary: 
Esther
Adele Berlin 
$40.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0699-9 

The Five Megilloth and Jonah
Introductions by H. L. Ginsberg 
with drawings by Ismar David 
$12.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0890-0 

Megillat Esther
JT Waldman 
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0788-0 

 passover

The JPS Bible Commentary: 
Song of Songs
The Traditional Hebrew Text with 
the New JPS Translation 
Commentary by Michael Fishbane
$55.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0741-5 

A Passover Haggadah
Go Forth and Learn
Rabbi David Silber with Rachel 
Furst
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0925-9 

The JPS Commentary 
on the Haggadah
Historical Introduction, Translation, 
and Commentary
Joseph Tabory  
$40.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0858-0 

Haggadah and History
Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0787-3 

Celebrating the Jewish Year: 
The Spring and Summer 
Holidays
Passover, Shavuot, The Omer, Tisha B’Av
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter  
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0850-4 

A Survivors’ Haggadah
Written, designed, and illustrated 
by Yosef Dov Sheinson  
Edited by Saul Touster
$55.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0686-9 

The Song of Songs
The Honeybee in the Garden
Debra Band 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0811-5 

Deluxe Edition
$100.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0820-7 

 shavuot

The JPS Bible Commentary: 
Ruth
Tamara Cohn Eskenazi 
and Tikva Frymer-Kensky 
$40.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0744-6 

Naomi’s Song
Selma Kritzer Silverberg 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0886-3 

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham 
to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-1131-3 

 rosh hashanah/yom kippur

Entering the High Holy Days
A Complete Guide to the History, 
Prayers, and Themes
Reuven Hammer
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0821-4 

Celebrating the Jewish Year: 
The Fall Holidays
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter 
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0842-9 

The Five Megilloth and Jonah
Introductions by H. L. Ginsberg 
$12.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0890-0 

The JPS Bible Commentary: 
Jonah
Uriel Simon 
$40.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0672-2 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Celebrating-the-Jewish-Year-3-volume-set,675522.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Mitzvah-Torah,675446.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Seasons-of-Our-Joy,675595.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Day-the-Rabbi-Disappeared,675509.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Celebrating-the-Jewish-Year-3-volume-set,675522.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Seasons-of-Our-Joy,675595.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Esther,675347.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Esther,675347.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Five-Megilloth-and-Jonah,675311.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Megillat-Esther,675375.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Song-of-Songs,676066.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Passover-Haggadah,675425.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Passover-Haggadah,675425.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Commentary-on-the-Haggadah,675351.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Haggadah-and-History,675418.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Celebrating-the-Jewish-Year-The-Spring-and-Summer,675290.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Survivors-Haggadah,675406.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Song-of-Songs,675399.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Song-of-Songs-Deluxe-Edition,675400.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Ruth,675350.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Naomis-Song,675383.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Judaisms-Great-Debates,675236.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Judaisms-Great-Debates,675236.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Entering-the-High-Holy-Days,675565.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Celebrating-the-Jewish-Year-The-Fall-Holidays,675289.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Five-Megilloth-and-Jonah,675311.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Bible-Commentary-Jonah,675349.aspx
http://jps.org/
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Great Gifts for the Holidays

 hanukk ah

Celebrating the Jewish Year: 
The Winter Holidays
Hanukkah, Tu B’shevat, Purim
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter  
Illustrated by Adam Rhine 
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0849-8 

The Kids’ Catalog of 
Hanukkah
David A. Adler 
$16.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0805-4 

The Kids’ Cartoon Bible
Chaya M. Burstein 
$17.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0729-3 

The Jewish Kids’ Catalog
Chaya M. Burstein 
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0215-1 

JPS Illustrated Children’s 
Bible
Retold by Ellen Frankel 
Illustrated by Avi Katz 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0891-7 

b'nai mitzvah, 
confirmation, high
school gr aduation

JPS Tanakh: The Holy 
Scriptures, Presentation 
Editions 
The New JPS Translation According 
to the Traditional Hebrew Text
$42.00 paperback, each volume
Black 978-0-8276-0365-3 
White 978-0-8276-0364-6

Bar Mitzvah, a History
Rabbi Michael Hilton
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0947-1 

Jewish Traditions
JPS Guide
Ronald L. Eisenberg 
$40.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0882-5 

The Jewish Bible
A JPS Guide
The Jewish Publication Society
With advisors Shalom Paul, Fred 
Greenspahn, and Ziony Zevit 
$22.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0851-1 
$25.50 Canadian/£16.99 UK

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham 
to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-1131-3 

American Jewish History
A JPS Guide
Norman H. Finkelstein 
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0810-8 

Dictionary of Jewish Words
Joyce Eisenberg and Ellen Scolnic  
$14.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0723-1 

American Jewish Fiction
A JPS Guide
Josh Lambert 
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0883-2 

Naomi’s Song
Selma Kritzer Silverberg 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0886-3 

college gr aduation, 
ordination

JPS Tanakh: The Holy 
Scriptures, Presentation 
Editions 
The New JPS Translation According 
to the Traditional Hebrew Text
$42.00 paperback, each volume
Black 978-0-8276-0365-3 
White 978-0-8276-0364-6

The Legends of the Jews, 
2-volume set
Louis Ginzberg  
$100.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0709-5 

20th Century Jewish 
Religious Thought
 Edited by Arthur A. Cohen 
and Paul Mendes-Flohr
$60.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0892-4 

The Contemporary Torah
A Gender-Sensitive Adaptation of the 
Original JPS Translation
David E. S. Stein 
$32.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0796-5 

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham 
to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-1131-3 

Jewish Law, 4-volume set
History, Sources, Principles
Menachem Elon 
$375.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0389-9 

Jews and Medicine
Religion, Culture, Science
Edited by Natalia Berger 
$50.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0644-9 

The Song of Songs
The Honeybee in the Garden
Debra Band 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0811-5 

Deluxe Edition
$100.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0820-7 

The Commentators’ Bible
The Rubin JPS Miqra’ot Gedolot 
Michael Carasik 
$75.00 hardcover, each volume
Exodus 978-0-8276-0812-2 
Leviticus 978-0-8276-0897-9 
Numbers 978-0-8276-0921-1 
Deuteronomy 978-0-8276-0939-6

The JPS Torah Commentary 
Series
see page 14

The JPS Bible Commentary 
Series
see page 15

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Celebrating-the-Jewish-Year-The-Winter-Holidays,675291.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Kids-Cartoon-Bible,675363.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jewish-Kids-Catalog,675336.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jewish-Bible,675327.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Kids-Catalog-of-Hanukkah,675366.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Kids-Catalog-of-Hanukkah,675366.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-Illustrated-Childrens-Bible,675353.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675520.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bar-Mitzvah-a-History,675843.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Bar-Mitzvah-a-History,675843.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jewish-Traditions,675468.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Judaisms-Great-Debates,675236.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/American-Jewish-History,675281.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Dictionary-of-Jewish-Words,675304.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/American-Jewish-Fiction,675280.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Naomis-Song,675383.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675520.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/JPS-TANAKH-The-Holy-Scriptures-Presentation-Edit,675519.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Legends-of-the-Jews-2-volume-set,675370.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/20th-Century-Jewish-Religious-Thought,675517.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Contemporary-Torah,675299.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Judaisms-Great-Debates,675236.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jewish-Law-4-volume-set,675337.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Jews-and-Medicine,675438.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Song-of-Songs,675399.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Song-of-Songs-Deluxe-Edition,675400.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?ExtendedSearch=false&SearchOnLoad=true&rhl=Commentators'+Bible&sj=821&rhdcid=821
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Exodus,675297.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Leviticus,675296.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Numbers,675295.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Deuteronomy,676069.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Commentators-Bible-Deuteronomy,676069.aspx
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?ExtendedSearch=false&SearchOnLoad=true&rhl=Commentators'+Bible&sj=821&rhdcid=821
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?ExtendedSearch=false&SearchOnLoad=true&rhl=JPS+Torah+Commentary&sj=841&rhdcid=841
http://jps.org/
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JPS Guides

Dictionary of Jewish Words
Joyce Eisenberg and Ellen Scolnic

“Highly recommended.”—Choice 

Organized in an A to Z format for easy reference, 
the Dictionary of Jewish Words contains 1,200 
entries derived from Yiddish, Hebrew, Aramaic, 
and English.  
250 pp. • 7 x 10 
$18.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0832-0 
$20.95 Canadian/£13.99 UK 

American Jewish Fiction
Josh Lambert 

This volume is a fiction reader’s dream: a guide 
to 125 remarkable works of fiction, including 
a wide range of classic American Jewish novels 
and story collections, from 1867 to the present.
250 pp. • 7 x 10 
$18.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0883-2 
$20.95 Canadian/£13.99 UK

Best Jewish Books for 
Children and Teens
Linda R. Silver 

“A superbly informative and enjoyable gem of 
a book for librarians, educators, and parents 
needing to find that right Jewish-content book 
for a specific child.”—Ottawa Jewish Bulletin 

Here is a top librarian’s guide to the best writ-
ing, illustration, reader appeal, and authentical-
ly Jewish content in picture books, fiction and 
nonfiction for early childhood through the high 
school years. Includes classics and today’s best-
sellers, along with hundreds of others. Each 
entry includes a succinct descripton of the book 
and author, and Silver’s own insights on what 
makes it worth reading. There are title, subject, 
author, and illustrator indexes, title-grouping 
by reading level, and lists of award winners.
375 pp. • 7 x 10
$20.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0903-7 
$22.95 Canadian/£15.99 UK 

The Jewish Bible
The Jewish Publication Society
With advisors Shalom Paul, Fred Greenspahn, 
and Ziony Zevit 

“The Jewish Publication Society has produced a 
concise guide that will help anyone engaged in 
Bible study.”—ajl Newsletter 

“This book will be a welcome addition to the 
libraries of synagogues, yeshivas, colleges, and 
churches, as well as to the library of any layper-
son.”—Review of Biblical Literature 
300 pp. • 7 x 10 • Full color
$22.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0851-1 
$25.50 Canadian/£16.99 UK 

Jewish Traditions
Ronald L. Eisenberg 

“The JPS Guide to Jewish Traditions is the jewel in 
the crown, to date, in the esteemed . . . refer-
ence series. It’s the perfect gift for the curious 
Jew, scholar, or layperson.”—Jewish Exponent 

“Offers a startling range of wisdom, history, 
and nuance behind every Jewish custom.”
 —Rabbi Jeffrey K. Salkin, author of Putting God 
on the Guest List 
752 pp. • 7 x 10
$40.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0882-5 
$46.00 Canadian/£26.99 UK 

American Jewish History
Norman H. Finkelstein 

This book describes Jewish life from the time of 
the early settlers, to the period of massive immi-
gration that flooded the cities, to the incredible 
growth of Jews in positions of influence in busi-
ness, politics, and the arts.
221 pp. • 7 x 10 
$18.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0810-8 
$20.95 Canadian/£13.99 UK 

http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Dictionary-of-Jewish-Words,675304.aspx
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Young Adult / Children's Backlist

Grandpa’s Third Drawer
Unlocking Holocaust Memories
Written and illustrated by Judy Tal Kopelman 

Grandpa’s Third Drawer takes up the difficult 
challenge of discussing the Holocaust with 
young children, of teaching its heritage and 
memory, all in a gentle and unobtrusive manner. 
The story of a silent grandfather unexpectedly 
confronted by his curious and loving grandchild 
is accompanied by rich illustrations, that show 
authentic preserved objects donated by Holo-
caust survivors from Theresienstadt. 
32 pp. • 10 x 7 • 16 photographs, For ages 5–8
$12.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1221-1 
$14.95 Canadian/£9.99 UK
$17.95 hardcover • 978-0-8276-1204-4 
$20.95 Canadian/£12.99 UK 

Winner of the Prix Sorcières, France’s most 
prestigious award for children’s literature 
A Sydney Taylor Honor Book 

My Guardian Angel
Sylvie Weil
Translated by Gillian Rosner

This middle reader historical novel is about the 
granddaughter of the great rabbi Rashi in me-
dieval France during the First Crusade. Funny 
and feisty twelve-year-old Elvina knows how to 
read and write—which is very rare for a girl of 
her time. 
 On a cold Sabbath afternoon while Elvina is 
alone in the house, three soldiers pound at her 
door. One of them is wounded. Elvina has only 
a moment to make a difficult choice that could 
put her family and the entire community at risk. 
Can her guardian angel guide her and keep her 
safe?
208 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • For ages 10 and up
$12.95 paperback • 978-0-8276-1211-2 
$14.95 Canadian/£9.99 UK 

2010 Sydney Taylor Book Award, Notable Book 
for Older Readers 

Elvina’s Mirror
Sylvie Weil 

The tale of Rashi’s granddaughter, a young girl 
who defies her community to help a friend in 
need. In this sequel to My Guardian Angel, Sylvie 
Weil continues the story of Elvina, the fourteen-
year-old granddaughter of Rashi, the famous 
eleventh-century French Bible and Talmud 
commentator.
150 pp. • 6 x 9 • Historical Fiction/Ages 10 and up
$14.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0885-6 
$15.95 Canadian/£10.99 UK 

2009 National Jewish Book Award Winner, 
Illustrated Children’s Books 

2010 Sydney Taylor Book Award, 
Notable Book for Readers of All Ages 

JPS Illustrated Children’s Bible
Retold by Ellen Frankel  
Illustrated by Avi Katz 

“An enchanting, beautiful book . . . [that is] sure 
to draw in young people while providing them 
with an accurate and dynamic understand-
ing of the Bible. And Avi Katz’s illustrations 
just entice and pull in the reader again and 
again.”—Rabbi Joseph Telushkin, author of A 
Code of Jewish Ethics
 Acclaimed storyteller and Jewish scholar 
Ellen Frankel has masterfully tailored fifty-three 
Bible stories that will both delight and educate 
today’s young readers. With enticing full-page 
color illustrations of each Bible story, award-
winning artist Avi Katz ignites readers’ imagina-
tions.
256 pp. • 8 x 10 • Ages 5 and up, Full-page color 
illustrations
$35.00 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0891-7 
$39.95 Canadian/£26.99 UK 

A Book of the Year Selection of the Child Study 
Children’s Book Committee 

Terrible Things
An Allegory of the Holocaust
Eve Bunting  
Illustrated by Stephen Gammell 

A recommended text in Holocaust education 
programs across the United States, this unique 
introduction to the Holocaust encourages 
young children to stand up for what they think 
is right, without waiting for others to join them. 
32 pp. • 7 x 9 • Picture Book/Ages 6 and up
$10.00 paperback • 978-0-8276-0507-7 
$11.50 Canadian/£9.99 UK 
$16.95 hardcover • 978-0-8276-0325-7 
$19.50 Canadian/£10.99 UK
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Abraham Joshua Heschel
Man of Spirit, Man of Action
Or N. Rose 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0758-3 

Agnon’s Alef Bet Poems
S. Y. Agnon 
Translated by Robert Friend 
$19.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0599-2 

Albert Einstein
The Jewish Man Behind the Theory
Devra Newberger Speregen 
$12.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0824-5 

Bridge to Freedom
Isabel R. Marvin 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0640-1 

Checkpoints
Marilyn Levy 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0870-2 

A Coat for the Moon 
and Other Jewish Tales
Howard Schwartz 
and Barbara Rush  
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0736-1 

The Cross by Day, the 
Mezuzzah by Night
Deborah Spector Siegel 
$14.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0737-8 

David and Max
Gail Provost Stockwell 
and Gary Provost 
$14.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0837-5 

The Day the Rabbi 
Disappeared
Jewish Holiday Tales of Magic
Howard Schwartz  
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0757-6 

Elie Wiesel
A Voice for Humanity
Ellen Norman Stern 
$12.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0616-6 

Forged in Freedom
Shaping the Jewish-American 
Experience
Norman H. Finkelstein 
$24.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0748-4 

Ghosts and Golems
Haunting Tales of the Supernatural
Michele Palmer  
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0763-7 

Hank Greenberg
Hall-of-Fame Slugger
Ira Berkow  
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0685-2 

Hannah Szenes
A Song of Light
Maxine Rose Schur 
$15.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0628-9 

Haym Salomon
Liberty’s Son
Shirley Gorson Milgrim  
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0073-7 

Heeding the Call
Jewish Voices in America’s Civil Rights 
Struggle
Norman H. Finkelstein 
$20.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0590-9 

Ilan Ramon
Jewish Star
Devra Newberger Speregen 
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0769-9 

In the Mouth of the Wolf
Rose Zar and Eric A. Kimmel
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0382-0 

Independence Avenue
Eileen Bluestone Sherman 
$15.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0367-7 

The Jewish Kids’ Catalog
Chaya M. Burstein 
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0215-1 

The Kids’ Cartoon Bible
Chaya M. Burstein 
$17.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0729-3 

The Kids’ Catalog of Animals 
and the Earth
Chaya M. Burstein 
$16.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0785-9 

The Kids’ Catalog of Bible 
Treasures
Chaya M. Burstein 
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0667-8 

The Kids’ Catalog of 
Hanukkah
David A. Adler 
$16.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0805-4 

K’tonton’s Sukkot Adventure
Sadie Rose Weilerstein  
$9.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0502-2 

Lilith’s Ark
Teenage Tales of Biblical Women
Deborah Bodin Cohen 
$16.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0833-7 

Look to the Hills
Hazel Krantz  
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0571-8 

Moe Berg
The Spy Behind Home Plate
Vivian Grey 
$14.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0620-3 

Mrs. Moskowitz and the 
Sabbath Candlesticks
Amy Schwartz 
$7.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0372-1 

Naomi’s Song
Selma Kritzer Silverberg 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0886-3 

One Night, One Hanukkah 
Night
Aidel Backman 
$14.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0368-4 

Pink Slippers, 
Bat Mitzvah Blues
Ferida Wolff 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0531-2 

Plots and Players
Pamela Melnikoff 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0576-3 

The Power of Song
And Other Sephardic Tales
Rita Roth 
$16.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0844-3 

Prisoner in Time
A Child of the Holocaust
Pamela Melnikoff 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0735-4 

Rashi’s Daughter, 
Secret Scholar
Maggie Anton 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0869-6 
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20th Century Jewish 
Religious Thought
Edited by Arthur A. Cohen 
and Paul Mendes-Flohr
$60.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0892-4 

36 Letters
One Family’s Story
Joan Sohn 
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0926-6 

Adoption and the Jewish 
Family
Contemporary Perspectives
Shelley Kapnek Rosenberg 
$21.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0653-1 

Albert Einstein
The Jewish Man Behind the Theory
Devra Newberger Speregen 
$12.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0824-5 

The All New Jewish Quiz 
Book
Barbara Spector 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0594-7 

American Jewry 
and the Civil War
Bertram Wallace Korn 
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0738-5 

The Answered Prayer
And Other Yemenite Folktales
Sharlya Gold and Mishael 
Maswari Caspi
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0772-9 

Biblical Women Unbound
Counter-Tales
Norma Rosen 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0714-9 

The Book of Tradition
Sefer Ha-Qabbalah
Abraham Ibn Daud   
Translated by Gershon D. Cohen 
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0916-7 

Celebrating the Jewish Year
3-volume set
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter 
$60.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0902-0 

Celebrating the Jewish Year: 
The Fall Holidays
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter 
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0842-9 

Celebrating the Jewish Year: 
The Spring and Summer 
Holidays
Passover, Shavuot, The Omer, Tisha 
B’Av
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter  
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0850-4 

Celebrating the Jewish Year: 
The Winter Holidays
Hanukkah, Tu B’shevat, Purim
Paul Steinberg  
Edited by Janet Greenstein Potter  
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0849-8 

Commandments and 
Concerns
Jewish Religious Education in Secular 
Society
Michael Rosenak  
$60.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0279-3 

Community and Polity
The Organizational Dynamics of 
American Jewry
Daniel J. Elazar 
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0565-7 

Consolation
The Spiritual Journey Beyond Grief
Maurice Lamm 
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0815-3 

The Contemporary Torah
A Gender-Sensitive Adaptation of the 
Original JPS Translation
David E. S. Stein 
$32.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0796-5 

Crown of Aleppo
The Mystery of the Oldest Hebrew 
Bible Codex
Hayim Tawil and Bernard 
Schneider 
$45.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0895-5 

A Daughter’s Gift of Love
A Holocaust Memoir
Trudi Birger and Jeffrey M. Green  
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0719-4 

Daughters of the King
Susan Grossman 
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0441-4 

Remember Not To Forget
A Memory of the Holocaust
Norman H. Finkelstein   
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0770-5 

Sara’s Journey
David L. Shapiro 
$12.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0776-7 

The Seven Good Years
And Other Stories of I. L. Peretz
Isaac Loeb Peretz  
Translated and adapted by 
Esther Hautzig 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0771-2 

A Shout in the Sunshine
Mara W. Cohen Ioannides 
$14.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0838-2 

The Star and the Sword
Pamela Melnikoff 
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0528-2 

Teddy Kollek
Builder of Jerusalem
Abraham Rabinovich 
$11.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0561-9 

What Happened to Heather 
Hopkowitz?
Charlotte Herman 
$13.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0520-6 

Wise and Not So Wise
Ten Tales from the Rabbis
Selected and retold by Phillis 
Gershator 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0893-1 

Yoni Netanyahu
Commando at Entebbe
Devra Newberger Speregen 
$14.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0642-5 

Zayda Was a Cowboy
June Levitt Nislick 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0817-7 

Essential Backlist
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The Devil and the Jews
The Medieval Conception of the 
Jew and Its Relation to Modern 
Anti-Semitism
Joshua Trachtenberg  
$26.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0227-4 

Discovering Jewish Music
Marsha Bryan Edelman
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0857-3 

The Divine Symphony
The Bible’s Many Voices
Israel Knohl 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0761-3 

Doña Gracia of the House 
of Nasi
Cecil Roth 
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0411-7 

The Duke of Naxos 
of the House of Nasi
Cecil Roth 
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0412-4 

Emma Lazarus in Her World
Life and Letters
Bette Roth Young  
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0618-0 

Engendering Judaism
An Inclusive Theology and Ethics
Rachel Adler 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0584-8 

Entering the High Holy Days
A Complete Guide to the History, 
Prayers, and Themes
Reuven Hammer
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0821-4 

Epistles of Maimonides
Crisis and Leadership
Translations and notes by 
Abraham S. Halkin  
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0430-8 

Ethical Tales from 
the Kabbalah
Stories from the Kabbalistic Ethical 
Writings
Selected and translated from 
the Hebrew by Aryeh Wineman 
$17.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0681-4 

Fallen Angels
Soldiers of Satan’s Realm
Bernard J. Bamberger 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0797-2 

Finding Our Way
Jewish Texts and the Lives We Lead 
Today
Barry W. Holtz 
$16.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0818-4 

The First Jewish Catalog
A Do-It-Yourself Kit
Compiled and edited by Richard 
Siegel, Michael Strassfeld, and 
Sharon Strassfeld 
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0042-3 

Folktales of Joha, Jewish 
Trickster
Edited by Matilda Koen-Sarano 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0722-4 

Folktales of the Jews 
Edited by Dan Ben-Amos 
Dov Noy, Consulting Editor
$75.00 hardcover, each volume

Volume 1
Tales from the Sephardic Dispersion
Lenn Schramm, Tales Translator
978-0-8276-0829-0 

Volume 2
Lenn Schramm, Tales Translator
978-0-8276-0830-6 

Volume 3
Jacqueline Teitlebaum, Tales 
Translator
978-0-8276-0871-9 

For the Love of God 
and People
A Philosophy of Jewish Law
Elliot N. Dorff 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0840-5 

For the Sake of Heaven 
and Earth
The New Encounter Between Judaism 
and Christianity
Irving (Yitz) Greenberg 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0807-8 

From Jerusalem to the Edge 
of Heaven
Ari Elon 
$36.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0525-1 

From Krakow to Krypton
Jews and Comic Books
Arie Kaplan  
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0843-6 

Gifts
Isaac Bashevis Singer 
$12.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0249-6 

Haggadah and History
Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0787-3 

Halakhic Man
Joseph B. Soloveitchik 
$21.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0397-4 

Hank Greenberg
Hall-of-Fame Slugger
Ira Berkow  
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0685-2 

Hannah Szenes
A Song of Light
Maxine Rose Schur 
$15.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0628-9 

The Hasidic Parable
An Anthology with Commentary
Aryeh Wineman 
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0707-1 

A Heart Afire
Stories and Teachings of the Early Hasidic 
Masters
Zalman M. Schachter-Shalomi and 
Netanel Miles-Yepez 
$45.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0884-9 

Hebrew Ethical Wills
Selected and Edited by Israel Abrahams, 
Volumes 1 and 2
Edited by Israel Abrahams 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0827-6 

Here I Am
Contemporary Jewish Stories from Around 
the World
Edited by Elaine Marcus 
Starkman and Marsha Lee Berkman 
$26.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0654-8 

Hills of Spices
Poetry from the Bible
Edited by Rena Potok 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0826-9 

History and Hate
The Dimensions of Anti-Semitism
Edited by David Berger 
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0636-4 

A History of the Jews in Chris-
tian Spain
Yitzhak Baer 
$24.00 paperback 
Volume 1: 978-0-8276-0425-4 
Volume 2: 978-0-8276-0426-1
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I Will Wake the Dawn
Illuminated Psalms
Debra Band 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0839-9 

In the Year 1096
The First Crusade and the Jews
By Michael Chazan
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0632-6 

An Introduction to Islam for 
Jews
Reuven Firestone 
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0864-1 

Inventing Jewish Ritual
Vanessa L. Ochs 
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0834-4 

Jerusalem
Portrait of the City in the Second Temple 
Period (538 bce–70 ce)
I. Lee Levine 
$55.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0750-7 

The Jerusalem Anthology
Edited by Reuven Hammer 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0704-0 

Jerusalem Curiosities
Abraham E. Millgram 
$42.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0358-5 

The Jewish Book of Days
A Companion for All Seasons
Jill Hammer 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0831-3 

Jewish Choices, Jewish Voices
Edited by Elliot N. Dorff and Louis 
E. Newman 
$16.00 paperback, each volume

War & National Security 
978-0-8276-0906-8
Sex & Intimacy 978-0-8276-0905-1 
Money 978-0-8276-0861-0 
Social Justice 978-0-8276-0907-5 
Power 978-0-8276-0862-7
Body 978-0-8276-0860-3 

6-Volume Set
$96.00 paperback
978-0-8276-0927-3 

Jewish Law, 4-volume set
History, Sources, Principles
Menachem Elon 
$375.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0389-9 

Jewish Life in the Middle Ages
Israel Abrahams 
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0542-8 

Jewish Liturgy
A Comprehensive History
Ismar Elbogen  
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0445-2 

Jewish Worship
Abraham E. Millgram 
$85.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0003-4 

Jews and Medicine
Religion, Culture, Science
Edited by Natalia Berger 
$50.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0644-9 

Jews in America, 
New Edition
A Cartoon History
David Gantz 
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0828-3 

The Jews of Arab Lands
A History and Source Book
Norman A. Stillman 
$32.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0198-7 

The Jews of Arab Lands 
in Modern Times
Norman A. Stillman  
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0765-1 

The Jews of Egypt
From Ramses II to Emperor Hadrian
Joseph Meleze Modrzejewski 
$45.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0522-0 

The Jews of Moslem Spain
Eliyahu Ashtor  

Volume 1 
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0427-8  
Volumes 2 & 3
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0428-5 

The Jews of Poland
Bernard D. Weinryb 
$50.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0016-4 

Jews of the Amazon
Self-Exile in Paradise
Ariel Segal 
$29.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0669-2 

JPS Guide to Jewish Women
600 bce–1900 ce
Cheryl Tallan, Sondra Henry, 
and Emily Taitz 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0752-1 

Judaism as a Civilization
Toward a Reconstruction of 
American-Jewish Life
Mordecai M. Kaplan 
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0918-1 

Judaism’s Great Debates
Timeless Controversies from Abraham 
to Herzl
Rabbi Barry L. Schwartz
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-1131-3

Ketubbah
Jewish Marriage Contracts of Hebrew 
Union College, Skirball Museum, and 
Klau Library
Shalom Sabar 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0361-5 

Kings of the Jews
The Origins of the Jewish Nation
Norman Gelb 
$22.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0913-6 

The Language of Truth
The Torah Commentary of the Sefat Emet
Judah A. Alter  
Translated by Arthur Green 
$34.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0946-4 

The Last Album
Eyes from the Ashes of Auschwitz-
Birkenau
Ann Weiss 
$40.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0784-2 

The Legends of the Bible
Louis Ginzberg 
$40.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0404-9 

The Legends of the Jews 
2-volume set
Louis Ginzberg  
$100.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0709-5 

The Lesser of Two Evils
Eastern European Jewry Under Soviet 
Rule 1939-1941
Dov Levin  
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0518-3 

The Life of Glückel of Hameln
A Memoir
Translated and edited by 
Beth-Zion Abrahams 
$18.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0943-3 
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The Literature of Destruction
Jewish Responses to Catastrophe
David Roskies
$36.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0414-8 

Louis Ginzberg
Keeper of the Law
Eli Ginzberg 
$9.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0625-8 

Love Your Neighbor 
and Yourself
A Jewish Approach to Modern 
Personal Ethics
Elliot N. Dorff 
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0825-2 

Maimonides, 
Expanded Edition
Torah and Philosophic Quest
David Hartman 
$26.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0911-2 

Masterpieces of Hebrew 
Literature
Selections from 2000 Years of 
Jewish Creativity
Curt Leviant 
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0881-8 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0880-1 

Matters of Life and Death
A Jewish Approach to Modern 
Medical Ethics
Elliot N. Dorff
$25.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0768-2 

Megillat Esther
JT Waldman 
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0788-0 

Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael 
2-volume set
Translated by Jacob Z. Lauterbach  
$100.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0678-4 

Mekhilta de-Rabbi Shimon 
bar Yohai
Translated and explicated by 
W. David Nelson 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0799-6 

The Meneket Rivkah
A Manual of Wisdom and Piety for 
Jewish Women
Rivkah bat Meir  
Edited by Frauke von Rohden 
$55.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0835-1 

Mesillat Yesharim
The Path of the Upright
Moses Hayyim Luzzatto  
Translated by Mordecai M. Kaplan  
$47.50 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0856-6 

Mystic Tales from the Zohar
Translated with notes and com-
mentary by Aryeh Wineman  
$24.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0515-2 

Not to Worry
Jewish Wisdom and Folklore
Michele Klein 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0753-8 

On the Possibility of Jewish 
Mysticism in Our Time
Gershom S. Scholem 
$42.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0579-4 

On Women and Judaism
A View From Tradition
Blu Greenberg 
$17.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0226-7 

Pesikta De-Rab Kahana
Edited by William G. Braude  
Translated by William G. Braude 
and Israel J. Kapstein  
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0679-1 

Pirke Avot
Timeless Wisdom for Modern Life
William Berkson 
Translation with Menachem Fisch
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0917-4 

Portraits of Our Past
Jews of the German Countryside
Emily C. Rose 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0706-4 

Praise Her Works
Conversations with Biblical Women
Edited by Penina Adelman 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0823-8 

Preparing Your Heart for 
the High Holy Days
A Guided Journal
Kerry M Olitzky 
$15.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0578-7 

Rabbi Israel Salanter 
and the Mussar Movement
Seeking the Torah of Truth
Emmanuel Etkes 
$32.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0438-4 

Raising a Mensch
Shelley Kapnek Rosenberg 
$19.25 paperback 
978-0-8276-0754-5 

Rashi’s Commentary 
on Psalms
Translated by Mayer I. Gruber  
$55.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0872-6 

Reading Levinas/Reading 
Talmud
An Introduction
Ira F. Stone 
$50.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0606-7 

Reading the Book
Making the Bible a Timeless Text
Burton L. Visotzky 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0786-6 

The Rebbe’s Daughter
Memoir of a Hasidic Childhood
Malka Shapiro 
Translated with commentary by 
Nehemia Polen 
$36.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0725-5 

Refuge
A Novel
Sammy Michael 
$35.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0308-0 

Remember Who You Are
Stories about Being Jewish
Esther Hautzig 
$16.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0694-4 

Renewing the Covenant
A Theology for the Postmodern Jew
Eugene B. Borowitz 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0627-2 

Ruby of Cochin
An Indian Jewish Woman Remembers
Ruby Daniels and Barbara C. 
Johnson 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0740-8 

Sacred Fragments
Recovering Theology for the Modern 
Jew
Neil Gillman 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0403-2 

Sarah Laughed
Modern Lessons from the Wisdom and 
Stories of Biblical Women
Vanessa L. Ochs  
$16.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0928-0 
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Scrolls of Testimony 
Gift Set
Abba Kovner 
$60.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0724-8 

Searching for Meaning in 
Midrash
Lessons for Everyday Living
Michael Katz and Gershon 
Schwartz 
$24.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0730-9 

Seasons of Our Joy
A Modern Guide to the Jewish Holidays
Rabbi Arthur O. Waskow
$18.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0930-3

Seyder Tkhines
The Forgotten Book of Common Prayer 
for Jewish Women
Devra Kay 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0773-6 

The Shabbes Goy
A Study in Halakhic Flexibility
Jacob Katz 
$28.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0413-1 

Shaking Eve’s Tree
Short Stories of Jewish Women
Sharon Niederman 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0369-1 

The Shema
Spirituality and Law in Judaism
Norman Lamm 
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0713-2 

Sisters at Sinai
New Tales of Biblical Women
Jill Hammer 
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0806-1 

The Song of Songs
The Honeybee in the Garden
Debra Band 
$75.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0811-5 

Deluxe Edition
$100.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0820-7 

Stringing the Pearls
How to Read The Weekly Torah 
Portion
James S. Diamond 
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0868-9 

Studies in Bible and Feminist 
Criticism
Tikva Frymer-Kensky 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0798-9 

Studies in Biblical 
Interpretation
Nahum M. Sarna  
$55.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0689-0 

Studies in Modern Jewish 
Literature
A JPS Scholar of Distinction Book
Arnold J. Band 
$50.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0762-0 

Studies in the Bible 
and Jewish Thought
A JPS Scholar of Distinction Book
Moshe Greenberg 
$65.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0504-6 

Studies in the Meaning of 
Judaism
Eugene B. Borowitz 
$30.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0721-7 

Study Guide to Jewish Ethics
Paul Steinberg 
$14.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0756-9 

Succeeding at Jewish 
Education
How One Synagogue Made It Work
Joseph Reimer 
$36.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0623-4 

A Survivors’ Haggadah
Yosef Dov Sheinson  
Edited by Saul Touster
$55.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0686-9 

Swimming in the Sea of 
Talmud
Lessons for Everyday Living
Michael Katz and Gershon 
Schwartz 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0607-4 

Tanna Debe Eliyyahu: The 
Lore of the School of Elijah
William G Braude 
$28.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0634-0 

A Time to Be Born
Customs and Folklore of Jewish Birth
Michele Klein 
$19.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0698-2 

To Do the Right and 
the Good
A Jewish Approach to Modern Social 
Ethics
Elliot N. Dorff 
$30.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0774-3 

Trees, Earth, and Torah
A Tu B’Shvat Anthology
Edited by Ari Elon, Arthur 
Waskow, and Naomi Mara Hyman 
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0717-0 

Vilna
Israel Cohen 
$36.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0416-2 

Waiting for Rain
Reflections at the Turning of the Year
Bryna Jocheved Levy 
$24.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0841-2 

The Wars of the Lord
Levi Ben Gershom

Volume 1
$45.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0220-5 

Volume 2
$45.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0275-5 

Volume 3
$95.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0638-8 

Wasteland
Jo Sinclair  
$20.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0280-9 

We Are Children Just 
the Same
Vedem, the Secret Magazine 
by the Boys of Terezín
Selected and edited by Marie Rút 
Křížková, Kurt Jiří Kotouč, and 
Zdeněk Ornest
$34.95 paperback 
978-0-8276-0944-0 

Wisdom of the Heart
The Teachings of Rabbi Ya’akov 
of Izbica-Radzyn
Ora Wiskind-Elper
$35.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0894-8 

Women and Angels
Harold Brodkey 
$25.00 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0250-2 

Writing Our Lives
Autobiographies of American Jews, 
1890–1990
Steven J Rubin 
$24.95 hardcover 
978-0-8276-0393-6 

The Zionist Idea
A Historical Analysis and Reader
Arthur Hertzberg 
$34.00 paperback 
978-0-8276-0622-7 
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Sales Information

Orders & Customer Service
The Jewish Publication Society
University of Nebraska Press
c/o Longleaf Services, Inc.
116 S Boundary Street
Chapel Hill nc 27514-3808
phone 800-848-6224 
   919-966-7449    
fax 800-272-6817 
   919-962-2704    
email 
 customerservice@longleafservices.org  
online catalog  
 jps.org

International Ordering Information

canada
Codasat Canada
phone  604-228-9952
email info@codasat.com

europe, middle east, and africa
Combined Academic Publishers Ltd.
phone 44-1-235-465500
online combinedacademic.co.uk
email nickesson@combinedacademic.co.uk

asia, the pacific, australia, 
and new zealand
Eurospan Group
phone +44 (0) 1767 604972
email  eurospan@turpin-distribution.com
online for individual orders:
   Eurospanbookstore.com/Nebraska

all others 
Order directly from the publisher

availability Of EbOOks 
Jewish Publication Society ebooks may be obtained from most ebook vendors.

Visit jps.org for more information and a complete list of JPS books. You can also purchase 
books, sign up for electronic news, and learn more about sales and special offers. To make 
a tax-deductible donation or inquire about supporting a program or a book publication, 
please contact JPS director Rabbi Barry Schwartz at 215-832-0607 or bschwartz@jps.org 
or visit jps.org.

Are you building a Jewish home library? Look for the yad symbol for JPS recommendations: 

Prices shown are effective January 1, 2015, and are subject to change without notice.

Connect with Us

jps.org

https://www.facebook.com/JewishPublicationSociety
https://twitter.com/jewishpub
http://jps.org/
http://jps.org/
combinedacademic.co.uk
eurospanbookstore.com/Nebraska
http://jps.org/
http://jps.org/
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Order Form

Shipping charges in the U.S. are 
$6.00 for the first book ($10.00 
for Outside the Bible) and $1.00 
for each additional book. For 
international orders, contact our 
Canadian, European, and Asian 
partners (see page 28). 

Qty            Author/Title                                                         Price

Books total

Shipping charge

nc, pa, ne residents, add sales tax

Total

Ship to

Name

Address

City/State       Zip

Daytime phone (in case of questions)

Email address

Prices are subject to change without notice. Individuals must prepay.

Text Adoption and Examination Copy Policy
Educators who wish to consider JPS books for course adoption may request examination copies. 

Paperback editions are available to educators for $6.00 per book. Hardcover editions are available to educators at a 30% 
discount. If you adopt the book for your course, the examination copy will become your desk copy. Examination copies 
may not be returned for credit.

To obtain an examination copy, you will need to mail or fax us your request on institutional letterhead (or email same 
as a pdf) and provide the following information:  Name, address, phone number, and e-mail address, course for which 
the book is being considered, whether the course is undergraduate or graduate level, projected enrollment, semester the 
course will be taught, and indicate if text will be recommended or required. You may also download our online Exam 
Copy Request form. Send your requests to: University of Nebraska Press, c/o Longleaf Services, Inc., 116 S Boundary 
Street, Chapel Hill nc 27514-3808, customerservice@longleafservices.org or fax to 800-272-6817 or 919-962-2704.

Maximum of three (3) examination copies per six-month period.

The Jewish Publication Society
University of Nebraska Press
c/o Longleaf Services, Inc. 
116 S Boundary Street 
Chapel Hill, nc 27514-3808

email: customerservice @ longleafservices.org 
online: jps.org
phone: 800-848-6224 or 919-966-7449 
fax: 800-272-6817 or 919-962-2704

   I would like to join jps’s opt-in email list for new book announcements and special offers.  
     (We will not share your email address with any other company)

Payment method        

Account #                                                                                                 Expiration Date                

Signature cvv #   

                                                     

  Check enclosed        Discover        Visa       MasterCard       Am Ex

http://jps.org/
http://jps.org/
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